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ABSTRACT IN INGLESE

The (Un)educated Childhood. A Conversation With Gianni Amelio
edited by Roberto De Gaetano and Bruno Roberti

In film history, the figure of the child became relevant for the first time 
with neorealism (and therefore with modernity). The relationship with the 
adult world offers the privileged perspective through which the Italian 
cinema of the post-war period gave birth to the “invention” of childhood. 
Within a culture so strongly marked by the idea of   a transmittable inheritance 
between generations (from Campanella to Pascoli), the father-son relation-
ship is presented, even in films, as the terrain of an education in which the 
roles are often overturned (as exemplified by the ending of De Sica’s Bicycle 
Thieves). Unlike other cinematographic traditions, such as the French (in 
which the rejection of paternal inheritance determines an anarchist concep-
tion of childhood) or the German ones (where the child becomes the vehicle 
of a different perception of the world), Italian cinema conveys the idea of   
paternity understood in a symbolic, and not in a strictly biological, sense. 
This is what happens in directors such as Del Monte, Comencini, Risi, up 
to Amelio, whose work often finds its object in the idea of “training” or 
“apprenticeship”. 

Little Martyrs and Dreamers. Childhood Images in Early Italian
Cinema
Silvio Alovisio

This essay aims to identify some specific images of childhood in the 
Italian cinema of the 1910s, with particular attention to the representation of 
childhood in relation to the Risorgimento and post-unitary wars (the Italo-
Turkish war and, above all, the First World War). The aim is to see how 
the mise-en-scène of childhood in films like Il sogno di un bimbo d’Italia, 
La guerra e il sogno di Momi, Bandiera bianca orientates the project of 
ideological construction of childhood promoted by the hegemonic cultures 
of Liberal Italy.
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Children of Shadow 
Stefania Carpiceci

With reference to the Great Italian migration of 1876-1970/80, to the 
exodus of early 1900 to America and from the south to the north of Italy 
during the boom of the 1960s, the essay focuses on childhood and adolescent 
migration in The Golden Door by Emanuele Crialese, Sacco and Vanzetti 
by Giuliano Montaldo, Rocco and His Brothers by Luchino Visconti and 
Così ridevano by Gianni Amelio. After examining a number of musical, 
literary, sociological, psychoanalytic and philosophical references, the essay 
ends with Bread and Chocolate by Franco Brusati, a film dedicated to the 
issue of illegal foreign children in Switzerland during the 1960s and 1970s.

Children Over Time. Childhood in the Family Cinema
Paolo Simoni 

The article analyzes the representation of childhood in amateur cinema, 
through cases of studies selected from Archivio Nazionale del Film di 
Famiglia - Home Movies making reference to the Italian context between the 
‘50s and the ‘70s, when the practice of small gauge formats (8mm, 16mm 
and Super8mm) reaches its highest diffusion. The excursus ranges form the 
formally unexceptionable mise en scene of an idyllic family portrait’ focused 
on two little brothers, to the original attempt by a priest of filming a com-
munity of poor children in order to involve them and reinforce their sense 
of identity, to the gaze of a woman which reworks poetically the maternity 
and the childhood and the exceptional case of a home movie which records 
the passage between life and death of a little girl.

The Return of the Child. The Heirs in Contemporary Italian Cinema
Nausica Tucci

The essay aims to highlight the ability of contemporary Italian cinema to 
give shape to an unconscious and collective nostalgia, that is the nostalgia 
of the fathers. A psychological approach shows how it is in the wake of the 
lack of the father that Italian cinema gives us icastic images of the process 
of differentiation of the child’s desire that, although can affect different mo-
ments of the biological life of the individual, represents the transition from 
childhood to adulthood. By retracing some recent works and analyzing the 
father figure in relation to the role he has in the son’s life, the essay aims 
to bring to light the different outcomes of such process of differentiation in 
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relation to the cinematographic structures that can narrate it (the tragic and 
comic-romance models, the serial structure).

The Initiation of the Young Hero in Star Wars
Andrea Ghidoni

The first adventures of the young heroes of the Star Wars movies, Luke 
and Anakin Skywalker, show the typical motifs of a narrative genre (com-
mon at an anthropological level, and that finds parallelisms in the initiation 
rites), that on the “formation” of the hero. Starting from a broad conception 
of childhood – for which “infant” heroes are both real children and young 
men who perform the same kind of actions –, the main models and themes 
of heroic initiation are enumerated. While presenting motifs and themes 
similar to the story of Luke (who becomes a hero through a gradual learning 
of his own nature), the child hero Anakin involves a shift of perspective: 
his heroic qualities are precocious, innate in the nature of the child and im-
mediately evident.

Primordial Children and Dolls. Childhood Through the Eyes of Tim
Burton
Sara Martin

Tim Burton, even with ups and downs results, has always staged char-
acters with similar features: children or childish outsiders, unfinished and 
imperfect monsters. Burton develops most of his poetics in relationship 
with childhood. The obsessions with death, solitude, and childhood trauma 
give a serial construction of characters that is analyzed in this essay. These 
characters acquire a mythological value precisely in the repetition. The 
mourner child protagonist lives a metamorphosis between present and past, 
life and death, the visible human world and the invisible world of things.

The Image of Childhood: Origins, Trace, Place
Laura Busetta

This article focuses on the central role that the representation of child-
hood plays within subjective writing, where it represents both a return to the 
origins and a narrative trigger that is functional to linking different autobio-
graphical temporality. In the first person film, the narration of childhood is 
linked to a twofold movement of recognition and rejection, towards a past 
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state of the body and a faded stratum of memory. Childhood emerges as the 
virtual starting point in every autobiography, at least in chronological terms 
(in filmmakers such as De Oliveira, Varda, Fellini, Godard and Moretti, 
among others) a region of the past to be revisited, a space to be dreamt of, 
a place to be invented.

Digital Childhood 
Stella Dagna

Discussions around the “digital revolution” often embody an ideology 
based on some founding myths which usually include the trust in a tech-
nological system that we can define as “technomagic”, and the illusion of 
immateriality (and therefore immortality) of the film developing new forms. 
In order to deconstruct and analyze these beliefs, the essay intends to rethink 
the cinema of the last two decades through the metaphor of a new digital 
“childhood”: a confident and ready-to-marvel childhood, as a protagonist of 
the new era of cinema of attraction. Instead of Georges Méliès’ astronomer-
magicians, its symbolic figure is now Harry Potter.

Gazes on Childhood in Contemporary Italian Documentary
Ivelise Perniola

Italian documentary cinema of the 1950s was full of kids: in the images of 
a carefree childhood were watered down hopes for post-war reconstruction. 
After sixty years, childish landscape portrayed in the Italian documentary 
has crumbled numerically (from the many children of decades ago we see 
now their rarefied and collateral representation) and the limit of childhood 
has thinned to confine dangerously with the traumas of adolescence. What 
is the image of childhood that emerges from the cinema of reality? What 
of our present can be conveyed to those who should be representing us in 
the future? 

“Can You Tell Me a Story?”: Alice in the Cities and the Childhood
As a State
Roberto De Gaetano

If neorealism has introduced the child into the very heart of the post-World 
War II social and aesthetic crisis, undermining the sense-motor scheme 
and the form of action, and if the 1960s presented such crisis through the 
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character of the artist and of the intellectual, who is unable to act and is 
only able to wander, both physically and spiritually, Wim Wenders, in an 
exemplary film like Alice in the Cities (1973), completes such process by 
“unifying” the role of the child and that of the artist. The former becomes 
the medium through which the latter exceeds the crisis and transforms its 
inaction into an experience, and into a renewed trust in life. The child then 
is the one who intercedes for a power of life which is the limit to which the 
stalemate of action arrives.

The Errand Boy: The Adult Childhood of Jerry Lewis
Anton Giulio Mancino

A key figure to understand the nature of childhood in cinema is that of 
Jerry Lewis, defined by Deleuze as an “involuted more than childish” char-
acter, who for decades has served some of the prejudices that marked the 
cinematic experience as a “childish” form of entertainment. In The Errand 
Boy in particular, the Lewisian conception of the cinema as a senseless, free 
and creatively disjointed space of comic and moving scenes responds above 
all to an innate “childhood” of cinema.

Educating to Revolution. Ėlem Klimov’s Welcome, or no Trespassing
Alessio Scarlato

At the center of this essay is the theme of the young Soviet revolutionary’s 
education (the Young Pioneers in particular), starting from one of the mas-
terpieces of the Khrushchev Thaw era, Ėlem Klimov’s first work Welcome, 
or no Trespassing (1964). The film adopts various narrative and stylistic 
negotiations with the Party’s production system, but it remains a radical 
satire of the inability of the Soviet world to hold together the pedagogical 
model elaborated in the Stalin era by Makarenko, the theorist of conscious 
discipline, and the free creativity that animates childhood.

 
A Chlidlike and Estranged Look. Tarkovsky’s Andrei Rublev
Antonio Capocasale
 
In Andrei Tarkovsky’s work, childish characters often embody the pos-

sibility of human regeneration just when every possibility and humanity fail. 
The essay analyzes these themes in Andrei Rublev, proposing an interpreta-
tion of Tarkovsky’s work as “neoteny”, that is, in physiology, the retention 
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of infantile morphological traits into adulthood. In fact, for Tarkovsky, the 
preservation of a childlike gaze is the condition that makes artistic creation 
possible. The forms in which this childlike gaze works are investigated 
through Shklovsky’s concept of Defamiliarization and the Reverse Perspec-
tive in icons with reference to Florensky’s analysis.

Childhood as Perceptive Experience in Lo spirito dell’alveare
David Bruni

The aim of this paper is to analyse Lo spirito dell’alveare (1973), the 
first feature film directed by Víctor Erice. The protagonist is a child, Ana, 
whose magical-animistic vision of the world takes her on a personal cogni-
tive itinerary that is radically extraneous to the reality principle of the adult 
world. Several extremely original narrative and stylistic choices single 
out the infantile gaze that distinguishes Ana, thereby inviting the viewer to 
share many aspects of her perceptual experience.

Childhood and Duality of the Image. Godard’s France tour détour
deux enfants 
Fabio Alcantara 

Jean-Luc Godard’s twelve-episode film France tour détour deux en-
fants (1977-1979) can be regarded as a particular form of sociological study 
that is aimed at exploring both childhood (it is a “documentary” about two 
French kids, Camille and Arnaud) and the French society as a whole. At 
the same time, while each film’s episode focuses on a different issue, the 
adopted formal structure is precise and recurring, so that the film’s serial-
ity prompts a musing about cinema itself and, in particular, stimulates a 
reflection on a crucial issue of Godard’s filmography: the cinematic image’s 
constitutive duality. 

A Few Girls. Costanza Quatriglio’s ècosaimale?
Stefania Rimini

A great part of Costanza Quatriglio’s “cinema of attentiveness” is dedi-
cated to childhood. Thanks to somehow startling visual strategies, it portrays 
children from troubled backgrounds who are able to offer themselves to the 
camera without inhibitions. The power of Quatriglio’s “participatory gaze” 
(Nichols, 2014) is found precisely in the quality of the relation with the 
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portrayed characters, especially minors: by erasing any distance through a 
paroxysmal use of closeups, Quatriglio records thoughts, habits, gestures 
and points of view, thus conveying the emotional ratio of bodies and places 
relegated to the edges of visual reality. Prior to dedicating herself to witness-
ing stories of international adoption – of which L’insonnia di Devi (2001), 
Il mondo addosso (2006), and ècosaimale? (2000) are notable examples –, 
Quatriglio chooses to tell the experiences of a group of little girls from the 
Brancaccio area, most likely victims of abuse and exploitation. This essay 
analyses the specific rhetoric strategies through which Quatriglio portrays 
a violated childhood, whose creatures show the signs of moral and material 
deprivations which find some redemption in the intensity of the “cinema 
of contact”. 

 
The Child-Rhythm. D’Alò’s Momo alla conquista del tempo
Alma Mileto

This essay investigates the creative dimension of playing, its unconven-
tional temporality and its particular relation with language. It focuses espe-
cially on playing as an activity which does not acknowledge hurry, which 
breaks free from time’s linearity and sinks into an achronic and hallucinatory 
present that leads to a deep elaboration of reality and an internalization of 
the latter in several psychic forms of development. Using as theoretical 
core, namely the reflections of L.S. Vygotskij, the inquiry will use as a case 
study the plot of Michael Ende’s novel Momo (1973) which inspired Enzo 
D’Alò’s animation film Momo alla conquista del tempo (2001). 

Holy Motors: On the Infancy of the Cinematic Image
Pietro Masciullo

During Holy Motors’ (Carax, 2012) opening titles we see a few flashing 
frames extracted from Étienne Jules Marey’s first filmed experiments way 
back in 1892. What do we see? A (nameless) body and a medium (film) 
returning from the 19th century; after that, a man waking up in the 21st 
century (Carax himself) examining a mirror, a window and a door opening 
on a ghostly movie theatre confined into a dreamlike dimension (the 20th 
century?). After such opening the film follows up with the mysterious Mr. 
Oscar (played by Denis Lavant) traveling across Paris on a white Limo. 
A holy motor that will change his physiognomy and identity constantly 
gather gestures and words from the imaginary archive of the history of 
cinema. The essay aims hence at retracing the symptoms of an “infancy” 
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of the cinematographic image which returns in Holy Motors as a constantly 
renegotiated identity in the digital era.

Re-mediating the Adult Gaze: Gröning’s Die Frau des Polizisten 
Claudia Barolo

The essay focuses on the role played by infancy in Die Frau des 
Polizisten (2013) by the German director Philip Gröning. The film nar-
rates two parallel stories: on one side the life of a young couple, Christine 
and Uwe, which is progressively undermined by domestic violence; on the 
other, the bond between Christine and her daughter Clara which enables 
them to preserve a safe emotional space. The director investigates through 
a penetrating observational gaze how the child experiences the wonder of 
the world by establishing a pars costruens which resists to the corruption 
pervading adults’ world.

Masked Mothers and Family Portraits. The Children of Hidden
Mothers
Federica Villa

Among the many images illustrating the Victorian Era is a photographic 
block represented by a series of childhood portraits that contemplate the 
presence of the infant’s mother intent on holding her small creature. The 
Hidden Mothers are all masked, they have face and part of the body con-
cealed by a drape or confused with elements of the furnishing, while the 
child is exposed as a sacred and sacrificial body. The essay intends to go to 
the root of this unusual as well as frequent portraiture practice – motivated by 
primarily technical needs of the photographic device –, working on the geog-
raphy and history of its diffusion and reflecting on the relationship between 
childish body and photographic image, within the framework of the spectral 
dimension of the portraiture at end of the 19th century.

A “Savage” Look on the End of Yugoslavia: Vuk Ršumović’s No
one’s son
Silvia Badon

In post-Yugoslav cinema several directors have dealt with the Balkan 
conflict through the eyes of children, both by documenting their condition in 
besieged cities and by presenting fictional stories in the post-war reconstruc-
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tion. No one’s son (2014) by Vuk Ršumović, awarded at the International 
Critics’ Week in Venice, narrates and represents the last years of Yugoslavia 
through the eyes of Haris. Following Haris in his social integration between 
the 1980s and 1990s, the director develops a reflection on the loss of the 
look of childhood and on the search for an identity.

The Room of Children. Ruben Östlund’s The Square
Giulia Lavarone

The essay examines the role of children in the film The Square by Ruben 
Östlund (2017), while proposing a reading which stresses its ambivalence 
towards the myth of childhood innocence, described among others by Henry 
Jenkins in The Children’s Culture Reader (1998). Such ambivalence, which 
is also identified in other works written and directed by Östlund, is put in 
relation with the features assumed in the contemporary age by the stereo-
typical figure of the “autonomous child” (Amanda Doxtater), characteristic 
of Swedish culture and epitomized by Pippi Longstocking.

 

The ’68 of Children. On Lino Del Fra’s La torta in cielo
Alessia Cervini

The revolts of students in ‘68 were what in Deleuzian terms can be 
defined as an “event”. That revolts did not “have” a story and they even 
were not “in” history. This is the reason why ‘68 was able to break with 
the philosophical category of “experience”. Starting from such theoretical 
assumptions it is possible to read La torta in cielo by Lino Del Fra (based 
on the homonymous novel by Gianni Rodari) as a film on ‘68. The students 
revolts were an unexpected and unimaginable event, just like the arrival of 
a UFO in the sky of Rome. Protagonists of the film (as of ‘68) are those 
(children and young people) who have no experience and can therefore rec-
ognize the coming event at first, and then decide to make experience of it.
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